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Introduction

Aim High is a six-level English language course. The development

of Aim High was informed by research in

schools – observing lessons and talking to teachers and

students. The information we gathered has given us valuable

insights into what students and teachers want from a

coursebook, and these became the guiding principles for Aim

High. Most people asked for:

●	 a challenging input of active and passive vocabulary

●	 a strong focus on reading and writing skills

●	 rapid progression in the grammar syllabus

●	 plenty of support for skills work, especially writing

●	 a focus on dealing with idiomatic English and dictionary skills

●	 serious but motivating topics

●	 plenty of extra practice material.

Aim High has a very clear unit structure, which has been

designed to enable teachers to take students from input

(reading) to output (writing). In addition, in order to support the

challenging grammar and vocabulary input, we have provided a

reference section and extra practice in the Student’s Book. While

teachers need to ensure that students adequately cover the

required grammar syllabus, equal importance needs to be given

to the communicative aspects of English.



The components of the course

Student’s Book



Teacher’s Book

The Teacher’s Book gives complete teaching notes for the whole

course, including ideas for tackling mixed-ability classes. In

addition, it offers:

●	

●	

●	



Audio CDs

The audio CDs contain all the listening material from the

Student’s Book.



A tour of the Student’s Book

There are seven main units in the Student’s Book. Each unit has

seven sections. Every lesson has a cross reference to the relevant

page in the Workbook for extra practice.



Reading

●	



●	



●	



●	



The Student’s Book contains:

●	

●	



●	



●	



●	



●	



●	



7 topic-based units

a Dictionary Corner section in each unit to promote dictionary

skills and learner autonomy

I can statements at the end of each unit to encourage

conscious learner development

7 Grammar Reference and Builder sections, containing clear

grammar explanations and further exercises for each unit

tip boxes giving advice on specific skills and how best to

approach different task types in all four main skills

a Wordlist providing a lexical summary of the active and

passive vocabulary of each unit with a phonetic guide for

pronunciation. The Oxford 3000TM key symbol in the Wordlist

indicates the most useful words for students to learn

an irregular verbs list.



Workbook



●	



●	



●	



●	



The Activate section recycles the vocabulary from the reading

page in a different context to check understanding.

The Extend section introduces new lexical sets related to the

topic and focuses on aspects of vocabulary such as wordbuilding, collocation and phrasal verbs.

All the target vocabulary from the unit is highlighted in bold

in the Wordlist at the back of the Student’s Book.



Grammar

●	



●	



●	



●	



There are two sections of grammar per unit, introducing one

main grammar structure in two stages. Alternatively, the second

grammar focus may be a different, but related, structure.

The grammar structures are presented in a short text or other

meaningful context.

Learn this! boxes and grammar tables help students to work

out the grammar rules, and further explanation and examples

can be found in the Grammar Reference section at the back of

the Student’s Book.

Look out! boxes draw attention to minor grammar points, and

help students to avoid common errors.

As well as the exercises in the units, there is further practice in

the Grammar Builder section.



Skills

●	

●	



●	

●	



2



This contains the main reading text and introduces the theme

of the unit.

In addition to a Before Reading activity to get students thinking

about the topic, a Reading tip develops their reading strategies.

The reading texts are recorded so that students can listen to

the text as they read.

Important new vocabulary is highlighted in the text and

practised in a follow-up activity and in the Workbook.

The text contains instances of the main grammar point(s) of

the unit.



Vocabulary



●	



The Workbook mirrors and reinforces the content of the

Student’s Book. It offers:

●	 further practice to reflect the sections of material taught

in class

●	 Challenge! exercises to engage more able students

●	 writing guides to provide a clear structural framework for

writing tasks, and a Writing Bank for reference

●	 regular Self check sections for students to develop an

awareness of their progress

●	 a Vocabulary Notebook listing the vocabulary from the

Student’s Book in alphabetical order, with space for students

to make their own notes.



background information, optional activities and answer keys

7 photocopiable end-of-unit tests

the Workbook answer key.



This section focuses on listening and speaking skills.

The topic of the listening comprehension is introduced by

more vocabulary input and practice.

The tapescript can be found in the teaching notes.

The listening comprehension activities are followed by

speaking practice.
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Writing

●	



●	

●	



This section begins with a model text or texts exemplifying

the writing function and format.

Students study a Writing tip and practise useful phrases.

There is a clear writing guide for the students to produce their

own text.



Review, Dictionary Corner and I can

statements

●	



●	



●	



●	



This section, which concludes the unit, offers revision and

extension.

The review activities recycle the grammar and vocabulary

from the unit in a dialogue and other exercises.

The Dictionary Corner activities are designed to help students

become familiar with using an English–English dictionary.

We recommend Oxford Student’s Dictionary. However, the

exercises can be done with any dictionary. Being able to use

a monolingual dictionary independently will equip students

with important skills for autonomous learning.

Students can also be encouraged to become more

autonomous learners by reviewing their learning outcomes at

the end of the unit. The learning outcomes are expressed as

I can statements which focus on skills rather than grammatical

or lexical items. Students decide which skills they found

difficult or easy, and, as a result, decide what their learning

objectives should be. The students are then referred to the

Self check pages in the Workbook.



Tips and ideas

Teaching reading

Predicting content

Before reading the text, ask students to look at the pictures and

tell you what they can see or what is happening. You can also

discuss the title and topic with them.



Dealing with difficult vocabulary

Here are some ideas:

●	 Pre-teach vocabulary. Anticipate which words students may

have difficulty with. Put them on the board before you read

the text with the class and explain them. You can combine

this with a prediction activity by putting a list of words on

the board and asking students to guess which ones will not

appear in the text.

●	 Having read through the text once, tell students to write

down three or four words from the text that they don’t

understand. Ask them to call out the words. You can then

explain them.

●	 Rather than immediately explaining difficult vocabulary, ask

students to identify the part of speech of the word they don’t

know. Knowing the part of speech sometimes helps them to

work out the meaning.

●	 After working on a text, ask students to choose four or five new

words from the text that they would like to learn and to write

these in the Vocabulary Notebook section of the Workbook.



Teaching vocabulary



Testing and assessment

Aim High provides a variety of resources for teacher-made tests

and for students’ self-assessment:

●	 I can statements at the end of each unit in the Student’s Book

●	 Self check sections at the end of each unit in the Workbook

●	 Unit tests covering vocabulary, reading, grammar, language

skills and writing in the Teacher’s Book (see pages 70–83)



The Common European

Framework of Reference

Aim High has been designed to be compatible with the learning

objectives of the Common European Framework of Reference

(CEFR). The CEFR is a description of linguistic competence at

six levels: A1, A2, B1, B2, C1 and C2. Aim High matches the CEFR

levels as follows:

Aim High 1 and 2: A2

Aim High 3 and 4: B1 / B2

Aim High 5 and 6: B2 / C1

Each level is divided into five skill areas – speaking, reading,

listening, conversation and writing. Each skill has a number

of descriptors that explain what a student can do with the

language. The descriptors are often represented as I can

statements, for example:

A2 Writing: I can write a simple personal letter, for example, thanking

someone for something.

The descriptors are written to help both learners and educational

professionals to standardize assessment. Use the I can statements

at the end of each unit and the Self check pages in the Workbook

to encourage students to assess their own ability.



Vocabulary Notebooks

Encourage your students to record new words in the Vocabulary

Notebook at the back of their Workbooks. You could suggest that

they write an example sentence that shows the word in context,

or they may find it easier to learn words by noting synonyms or

antonyms.

Vocabulary doesn’t appear just on Vocabulary pages. You can ask

students to make a list of all the verbs that appear in a Grammar

section, or to choose five useful words from a reading text and

learn them.



Learning phrases

We often learn words in isolation, but a vocabulary item can

be more than one word, e.g. make a mistake, do your best,

have a shower, go swimming. Make students aware of this and

encourage them to record phrases as well as individual words.



Revision

Regularly revise previously learnt sets of vocabulary. Here are

two games you could try in class:

●	 Odd one out. Give four words, either orally or written on the

board. Students say which is the odd one out. You can choose

three words from one vocabulary set and one word from a

different set (a relatively easy task) or four words from the

same set, e.g. kind, confident, rude, friendly, where rude is the

odd one out as it’s the only word with negative connotations.

●	 Word building. This game can be played to revise words and

their derivatives. Call out a word, and nominate a student to

give a derivative of the word. Then invite other students in the

class to contribute to the list. For example, danger: dangerous,

dangerously; happy: unhappy, happiness, happily. You can do

the same for phrasal verbs (by asking for verb phrases using

go, get, up, on, etc.) and idioms (by asking for idioms related to

colours, parts of the body, etc.).



Introduction
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Teaching grammar



Teaching writing



Concept checking



Use a model



The concept is important. Do not rush from the presentation

to the practice before the students have fully absorbed the

meaning of the new structure. Here are some things you can do

to check that they truly understand a new structure:

●	 Talk about the practice activities as you do them, asking

students to explain their answers.

●	 Look beyond incorrect answers: they may be careless errors or

they may be the result of a misunderstanding.

●	 Contrast new structures with forms that they already know in

English and in their own language.



Ensure that the students understand that the text in the writing

section serves as a model for their own writing.



Practice

Practice makes perfect. Learning a new structure is not easy,

and students need plenty of practice and revision. Use the

extra activities in the Grammar Builder section at the back of the

Student’s Book and in the Workbook.



Teaching listening

Pre-listening

This is an important stage. Listening to something ‘cold’ is not

easy, so prepare the students adequately. Focus on teaching

rather than on testing. Here are some things you can do:

●	 Tell the students in broad terms what they are going to hear

(e.g. two people talking on the phone).

●	 Predict the content. If there’s a picture, ask students to look at

it and tell you what they can see or what is happening.

●	 Pre-teach key vocabulary.

●	 Read through the accompanying exercise carefully and slowly

before the students listen. Ensure that the students understand

both the task and all the vocabulary in the exercise.



Preparation

Encourage the students to brainstorm ideas and make notes,

either alone or in groups, before they attempt to write a

composition.



Draft

Tell them to prepare a rough draft of the composition before

they write out the final version.



Checking

Encourage them to read through their composition carefully and

to check it for spelling mistakes and grammatical errors.



Correction

Establish a set of marks that you use to correct students’ written

work. For example:

sp	 indicates a spelling mistake

wm	 indicates a word missing

gr	 indicates a grammatical error

v	 indicates a lexical error

wo	 indicates incorrect word order



Self correction

Consider underlining but not correcting mistakes, and asking

students to try to correct them.



Teaching speaking

Confidence building



Familiar procedure

It isn’t easy to listen, read the exercise and write the answers all

at the same time. Take some pressure off the students by telling

them you’ll play the recording a number of times, and that they

shouldn’t worry if they don’t get the answers immediately. Tell

students not to write anything the first time they listen.



Monitor

While the students are listening, stand at the back of the class

and check that they can all hear.



Be aware that speaking is a challenge for many students. Build

their confidence and they will speak more; undermine it and

they will be silent. This means:

●	 encourage and praise your students when they speak

●	 do not over-correct or interrupt

●	 ask other students to be quiet and attentive while a classmate

speaks

●	 listen and react when a student speaks, with phrases like

‘Really?’ or ‘That’s interesting’.



Preparation

Allow students time to prepare their ideas before asking them

to speak. This means they will not have to search for ideas at the

same time as trying to express them.



Support

Help students to prepare their ideas. Make suggestions and

provide useful words. Allow them to work in pairs, if appropriate.



Choral drilling

Listen and repeat activities, which the class does together,

can help to build confidence because the students feel less

exposed. They are also a good chance to practise word stress

and intonation.
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Teaching mixed-ability classes



Self correction



Teaching mixed-ability classes is demanding and can be very

frustrating. There are no easy solutions, but here are some ideas

that may help.



Give students a chance to correct themselves before you supply

the correct version.



Preparation



When you correct an individual student, always ask him or her to

repeat the answer after you correctly.



Try to anticipate problems and prepare in advance. Draw up

a list of the five strongest students in the class and the five

weakest. Think about how they will cope in the next lesson.

Which group is likely to pose more of a problem – the stronger

students because they’ll finish quickly and get bored, or the

slower students because they won’t be able to keep up? Think

about how you will attempt to deal with this. The Teacher’s Book

includes ideas and suggestions for activities that can be used

for revision with weaker students, or as an extension for more

able students.



Modelling



Peer correction

You can involve the rest of the class in the process of correction.

Ask: Is that answer correct? You can do this when the student has

given a correct answer as well as when the answer is incorrect.



Independent learning

There is the temptation in class to give most of your attention

to the higher-level students, as they are more responsive and

they keep the lesson moving. But which of your students can

best work on their own or in pairs? It’s often the stronger ones,

so consider spending more time in class with the weaker ones,

and finding things to keep the fast-finishers occupied while the

others catch up.



Peer support

If you are doing pairwork, consider pairing stronger students

with weaker students. Putting students in pairs for writing

activities can be a great advantage for weaker students.



Project work

Provide ongoing work for stronger students. You can give your

stronger students extended tasks that they do alone in spare

moments. For example, you could give them readers, ask them

to keep a diary in English or work on a project. They can turn to

these whenever they are waiting for the rest of the class to finish

an activity.



Correcting mistakes

How much we correct should depend on the purpose of the

activity. The key question is: is the activity designed to improve

accuracy or fluency?



Accuracy

With controlled grammar and vocabulary activities, where the

emphasis is on the accurate production of a particular language

point, it’s best to correct all mistakes, and to do so immediately

you hear them. You want your students to master the forms now

and not repeat the mistake in later work.



Fluency

With activities such as role play or freer grammar exercises,

it may be better not to interrupt and correct every mistake

you hear. The important mistakes to correct in these cases are

those that cause a breakdown in communication. We shouldn’t

show interest only in the language; we should also be asking

ourselves, ‘How well did the students communicate their

ideas?’ During the activity, you can make a note of any serious

grammatical and lexical errors and put them on the board at

the end of the activity. You can then go through them with the

whole class.



Tips and ideas
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1



Consumerism

Exercise 2  $ 1.02



This unit includes

Vocabulary: shopping • phrasal verbs: turn •

collocations • prefixes

Grammar: inversion • past tenses for distancing

Skills: reading, listening and talking about shopping

habits

Writing: a narrative • using more expressive language

Workbook pages 2–9



Reading 



  pages 4–5 



Warm-up



•	 Look at the unit title and ask students: What is

•	



consumerism about? [buying and using products and

services]

Read the title of the reading page, Let’s go shopping! Ask

students: Where do you usually go shopping?



Before Reading



•	 Focus on the photo. Students discuss the questions in

pairs. Monitor and help with vocabulary.



•	 Discuss the questions as a class.



•	 Play the CD while students read the text a second time

and choose the correct answers.



•	 Check the answers..

Answers



1  c  2  d  3  a  4  c  5  b  6  d



Optional Activity: Reading skills

Aim: To focus on the order of the information presented

in a text.

Preparation: Write the following questions on the board.

How does artificial light in a shopping mall affect

shoppers? [4]

Where are the biggest shopping malls today? [2]

Give three of the features Taubman added to Gruen’s

design. [3]

Who is the ‘father of the shopping mall’? [1]

How big are some modern shopping malls today? [5]

Books closed. Students work in pairs to order the

questions thinking of the sequence of ideas presented in

the text. They check the order with the reading text.

Number the questions on the board in the right order.

Books closed. Students in pairs ask each other the

questions.



Answers



Students’ own answers



Understanding Ideas



•	 Students read the questions and think of possible



Background Notes

The reading is about the history of the shopping mall

and its basic features. The first of its kind was designed

by Victor Gruen and opened in 1954. Lots of shopping

malls based on his design then began to appear. A

businessman named Alfred Taubman then pioneered the

modern shopping mall concept by adding a number of

features which are still used today.

A number of these basic features have been purposely

designed to attract consumers and maximize spending.

These features are outlined in the text: location of

escalators, number of floors, use of glass ceilings and

barriers, and adding other entertainment. Nowadays you

can find huge shopping malls which also contain leisure

facilities.



Read

•	 Read through the reading tip with students and check



•	



Teaching Tip: Discussing techniques and

explaining how they work

Focus on question 2. Books closed. Write on the board:

Encouraging spending; how and why it works. Draw two

columns underneath with the headings Techniques for

encouraging spending and Reasons for the technique. Put

students in small groups, ask them to brainstorm the

techniques used to influence shopper behaviour and then

think of the reasoning behind each one. Write their ideas

on the board. Then ask them to look at the text and see

which of their ideas are mentioned.

sample answers



Exercise 1



•	



answers.



•	 Students discuss their answers in pairs.

•	 Bring the class together to compare answers.



understanding by asking: What can you find in the first

sentence of a text? [the main topic]

Students read the text quickly to put the main ideas in the

correct order.

Check the answers.



1	 Shopping malls ‘encourage’ shoppers to spend their money

by forcing people to walk past every shop on a floor,

using glass safety barriers on the first floor, and removing

obstacles between shoppers and the goods on sale.

2	 Artificial lights are installed next to the glass ceiling so

shoppers don’t realize it is getting late.

3	 Students’ own answers.

4	 Students’ own answers.



Answers



3, 1, 5, 4, 2
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Vocabulary



Quick Test: Complete the words



Teaching Tip: Vocabulary Notebook

Set up a system with the class for making notes in the

Vocabulary Notebook section of their Workbooks (see

Workbook pages 58–69). Give students more information

about the words from the text (see below) and tell them

to make notes. Encourage them to use a monolingual

dictionary to find definitions and example sentences.

Also encourage them to make their example sentences

personal and true, e.g.

perfect (verb): to make something perfect. I really want to

perfect my English.



•	 Students match the highlighted words in the text with the

definitions. Check the answers.

Answers



1  obstacles  2  artificial  3  press  4  influential

5  barriers  6  faded  7  turned into   8  belong to

9  retailers  10  coincidence  11  suburb  12  layout

13  escalators  14  perfected  15  appreciate

•	 Give students more information about the words from

the text and ask them to make notes in the Vocabulary

Notebook section of their Workbooks.

appreciate  is a regular verb which means to recognize the

good qualities of something. The noun form is appreciation.

artificial  is an adjective which means made or produced to

copy something natural.

barrier  is a countable noun which means an object like a

fence that prevents people from moving from one place to

another.

belong to  is a phrasal verb which means to be owned by

someone.

coincidence  is a countable noun which means two things

happening at the same time by chance, in a surprising way.

escalator  is a countable noun which means moving stairs

that carry people between different floors of a large building.

fade  is a regular verb which means to become paler or less

bright or to disappear gradually.

influential  is an adjective which means having an effect

on the way a person thinks or behaves. The noun form is

influence and the verb form is to influence.

layout  is a noun which means the way in which the parts of

something such as a building are arranged.

obstacle  is a noun which means an object that is in your

way and that makes it difficult to move forward.

perfect  is a regular verb which means to make something

perfect or as good as you can. The noun form perfection

describes the state of being perfect.

press  is an uncountable noun which means newspapers

and magazines and the journalists and photographers who

work for them.

retailer  is a countable noun which means a person or a

business that sells goods to the public.

suburb  is a noun which means an area where people live

that is outside the centre of a city.

turn into sth  is a phrasal verb which means to make

something become something different. It is a separable

phrasal verb (to turn sth into sth).



Write the following on the board:

app	

[appreciate]

turn	

[turn into]

esc	[escalator]

fa	

[fade]

coi	

[coincidence]

per	

[perfect]

bar	

[barrier]

obs	

[obstacle]

pre	

[press]

inf	

[influential]

artif	

[artificial]

belong	

[belong to]

lay	

[layout]

ret	

[retailer]

sub	

[suburb]

Students in pairs complete the words without looking

at their books. The winner is the first pair to make all the

words.



Optional Activity: Memorizing vocabulary

Aim: To help students memorize target vocabulary.

Preparation: Write the following words on separate pieces

of paper: turn into, escalator, fade, coincidence, barrier,

obstacle, press, artificial, belong to, layout, retailer, suburb.

Divide the students into small groups giving each one of

the words from the list above and a piece of paper. They

mustn’t show their word to the other groups.

Explain to students that they have to plan, then draw

a picture to demonstrate their word. They can have

several attempts to draw the picture. If possible, display

all the pictures on the board or wall for students to look

at. Students have to guess which word each picture

represents. They then vote on the top three pictures that

they think best represent the words from the vocabulary

list.



More practice



Workbook page 2



		



Unit 1	
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Vocabulary 



  page 6 



Quick Test: Right or wrong



Target Vocabulary

The home of shopping: appreciate artificial barrier

belong to coincidence escalator fade influential

layout obstacle perfect press retailer suburb

turn into

Negative prefixes: il- im- ir- unExpressions with turn: to turn someone away

to turn around to turn something down

to turn into something to turn out to turn over

to turn to someone to turn up

Collocations: spend time / money construct a sentence

/ a shopping mall install a computer program / lights

attract customers / interest copy a plan / an idea

last forever / longer open a business / a shop

get late / dark



Activate



by asking a few questions, e.g. What word can we use to

describe an area where people live which is outside the centre

of a city? [suburb] What is the word for a set of moving stairs?

[escalator]

Students complete the sentences. Check the answers.



Answers



1  retailers  2  artificial  3  Barriers  4  fading

5  coincidence  6  suburb  7  layout  8  belongs to

9  appreciate  10  turn … into   11  press  12  perfect

13  obstacle  14  escalator  15  influential



Extend

Exercise 1  Prefixes



•	 Students work individually or in pairs to choose the

•	



correct prefix. They may use a dictionary.

Check the answers.



Answers



1  ir  2  im  3  un  4  il  5  un  6  ir  7  un  8  im  9  il



Exercise 2



•	 Students work individually or in pairs to complete the

•	



sentences with the prefixes and words from exercise 1.

Check the answers.



Answers



1  il-, unlikely   2  im-, unpleasant   3  ir-, unreasonable



Exercise 3  Expressions with turn



•	 Elicit any expressions with turn that students may know,

•	



•	



Exercise 4  Collocations



•	 Elicit the meaning of collocation from students [a

•	



•	 Focus on the words in the box and review their meaning



•	



Put a chair in front of the board facing the class. Ask

one volunteer to come and sit on the chair. Write an

expression from the list below on the board and get the

class to define it for the student sitting on the chair. If they

guess the answer correctly, choose a different student

to come to the front. If they can’t guess the word, tell

them the answer and write up a different expression for

students to define.

turn someone away	

turn around

turn something down	

turn into something

turn out	

turn over

turn to someone	

turn up



e.g. turn around, turn up.

Focus on the example. Students in pairs continue

matching the expressions with the definitions. Encourage

the students to try to match answers before using their

dictionaries.

Check the answers.



•	



combination of words that is very common – the wrong

combination sounds wrong].

Write the following on the board: write / make / do and

essay. Ask: Which word doesn’t collocate with essay? [make]

Students work individually or in pairs to decide which

words do not collocate. Check the answers.



Answers



1  b  2  a  3  c  4  b  5  c  6  a  7  a  8  b



Teaching Tip: Verb and noun collocations

Use of correct collocations can make students sound

more like native speakers. When listing vocabulary on the

board, for example, nouns, include verbs that typically

collocate with them (e.g. to explore / search the internet.)

Make sure students record collocates in their Vocabulary

Notebooks.



Optional Activity: Collocations snap

Aim: To practise the collocations in exercise 4.

Preparation: Write the correct nouns and the verbs

(twice) from exercise 4 on separate sheets of paper. Cut

the words out and shuffle them separately. Put them in

two piles.

A pair of students come to the front of the class. One takes

a noun and reads it out. The other reads out a verb.

When students hear an incorrect collocation, they call

out the correct collocation. When students hear a correct

collocation, they shout Snap! The first student to shout

Snap! or say a correct collocation wins a point.

Another pair of students comes to the front, and repeats

the process.



Vocabulary Notebooks

Remind students to make notes on new vocabulary in the

Vocabulary Notebook section of their Workbooks.



More practice



Workbook page 3



Answers



1  c  2  g  3  d  4  e  5  f  6  a  7  h  8  b
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